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Custom NYC subway sign
Get your own subway sign without getting arrested.
Choose from an existing stop, or make one up and
confuse your friends. Made of aluminum and available
in 1-foot, 5-foot and 8-foot sizes; $99-$400
www.underground-signs.com
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Muji city in a bag
These eight iconic NYC buildings and
six cars would look great on your desk.
Rearrange the city while you work. Made
from sustainable forested wood; $15
www.momastore.org

YOUR HOME

Compass New York
The perfect gift for all
of your friends who visit
from New Jersey; $5
www.kikkerland.com

BY ELOISE PARKER

I

sold only to find out one of the stars took
it. Jeremy Piven and Uma Thurman have
both kept pieces. I was told she kept two
round lamp tables from the ‘My Super ExGirlfriend’ set.”
“It’s a gold mine,” enthuses “Sesame
Street” prop coordinator Keith Olsen
while browsing the 5,000square-foot store.
“We often have to customize
items for the puppets, so rental
furniture isn’t an option,” he
explains. “We’re looking for
unique items at a good price, so
this is the first place I stop.”
You don’t have to be furnishing a sound stage to take advantage of the Furniture Market’s
deals. With sofas from $150 to
$300 and vintage vases and teapots for $10 and up, the store has attracted
a loyal following.
“I get stuff every day, so I have people
who come here four times a week to make
sure they don’t miss anything,” observes
Gonzalez.
He replenishes his stock by touring
estate sales across the five boroughs and
Long Island.

‘I just sold
a mahogany
1950s
server for
$150’
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Furnish your place with bargains
at a local prop shop for ﬁlm and TV
f you like the home decor in your favorite television shows or movies,
then you’ve admired furniture and
accessories from the Furniture Market in Astoria without even realizing
it. The cavernous used-furniture emporium is a fi xture in the Rolodex of every
set designer and prop master in
NYC. Its wares have furnished
the home sets of hundreds of
TV shows and movies, from
“Sex and the City” to “American Gangster.”
“My wife and I watch TV
before we go to bed, and we
always see a lot of our stuff,”
explains store manager Pedro
Gonzalez, whose mother,
Bertila Gonzalez, opened the
store, at 22-08 Astoria Blvd.,
15 years ago, making it one of the fi rst of
its kind in the neighborhood. You could
even end up with a piece that’s shared
screen time with Sarah Jessica Parker or
Angelina Jolie.
“When movies fi nish fi lming, they either throw items away or have set sales or
they call us up so we can buy it back,” he
explains. “We’ll often look for an item we

Subway car grab hold
Taken from a decommissioned
“Redbird” subway car, this grab
hold could make a nice towel
rack in the bathroom; $35
www.transitmuseumstore.com

1940s Tax ID photo
Between 1939 and 1941, the city
photographed every house and
building in the ﬁve boroughs.
Photographic prints of these
images are available for purchase.
A great gift for those in prewar
buildings; $35-$55, depending on size
www.nyc.gov/html/records

Pedro Gonzalez, manager of the Furniture Market, surrounded by his wares

“We’ll go over to a house, take a look at
it and buy the entire contents if it’s right
for us,” he says.
With resale prices at their lowest in
10 years, Gonzalez’s treasure-trove is a
bargain-hunters paradise. The cheapest
items include old photographs for $1,
while high-quality antiques, such as a
103-year-old armoire, top out at $1,500.
“I just sold a mahogany 1950s server for

There are clocks to decorate any wall at the store (l.); it might not look like much from the outside, but inside is a gold mine

$150,” recalls Gonzalez of a typical piece
sold at a fraction of what he calls “Manhattan prices.”
Plenty of intriguing curios nestle between the dressers, chairs, tables, lamps
and plates.
“We have a 400-year-old Bible,” says
Gonzalez of his most unusual find. “Only
500 were created, and it’s one of only 100
that are accounted for.”
The Bible is not for sale, though in any
case, items with a much shorter history
are the most sought-after these days.
“People are buying a lot of ’80s stuff
again,” notes Gonzalez. “The style is coming back for decor as well as fashion. We’re
selling more Formica and veneer. Clean
lines and light colors.”
Perennial best sellers include mirrors,
with frames ranging from ornate gilt to
unfussy wood.
“Women love their mirrors,” shrugs
Gonzalez. “We have them from $35 to
$450, but they average around $250.”
Since the store has more than 10,000
items on display, you’d be forgiven for feeling a little overwhelmed by the selection,
but both Gonzalez and Olsen have effective
methods for cutting through the clutter.
“Carry a digital camera and a mental
Rolodex so you can remember things and
refer back to them” suggests Olsen.
“Look for quality,” advises Gonzalez.
“I always tell people, if you don’t love it,
don’t buy it.”

Skyscraper salt
and pepper set
Spice up the dining
table with these
collectible pewter New
York City icons; $29
www.newyorkﬁrst.com

Wooden subway train car
Create your own subway fantasy world where you never
have to wait for a train and the local always connects
with the express. Most lines available; $9.95 each
www.transitmuseumstore.com/
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Staten Island ferry set
Ferry comes with three
vehicles that ﬁt inside (can
hold eight). It can’t go in the
bathtub, but the tailgate works,
and it has spotlights; $30
www.nyc.gov/citystore

